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(introduction)

all ideas written in this book
are to be read and used
at your own responsibility

you are re sponsible 
for what

you believe in life
and

the consequences 
of your beliefs.

ron smothermon: winning through enlightenment 

pics by jamie jane / maria goerl
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content
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spadenland before the dike

love
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is the fundamental relatedness
in the universe, which is just the way it is. 

You can experience that
to the degree that you are willing to come from it

and
not
try

to take possession of it.
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tatenberger dike_regatta distance
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time

 is an illusory construct of the mind
to describe

the fact that
things change.

time is
not
real

and things
definitly change.
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tatenberg gate
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relationsship

is that
without which 
you can not

have the experience
that you exist.
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winsenluhe
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justifications

you have to be as enormous
as you are

to let others
be

right
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wisch haven 
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trying

life works perfectly
naturally

 
when you (are willing to) let it.

when you try
you are not

letting it being naturally perfect.
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otten village haven view
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commitment

causes
completion
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cuxe bake
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checking out
when you check out of a relationship

that is quit participating
you may actually stick around physically

mastery in your relationship: don t check out.
If you do

clearly acknowledge that
as what you did
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rantum haven view
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enlightenment

is the natural condition
(that has no name after all….)

of life
after you

stripe the unnatural heavy and dark conditions away
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rantum dune
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reality

what is is.
What isn t isn t.
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rantum beach
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up against the wall

doing sth
gets you to the wall.

Doing nth
gets you through.
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Helgo zoom in view from the south
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the self

after you named every „thing“ 
which you think might be you

what is left over
which can t name

is that 
which generated your life

and 
all that it contains.
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Helgo view from the south
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context as sanity

a context is a structure that contains
all positions

including those that seem conflicting
such a wy that they support each other.
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spiekeroog fullmoon dune way
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drama

is what you do
when you have a dream

while
you are awake.
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spiekeroog night shift
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love relationships that work

powerful love relationships are 
not

generated in the mind.
You ll have to do it
since your machine

can t.
You can do it

when you are willing to
surrender

and be surrendered to.
You have to be

out of your mind.
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Spiekeroog beach_kiting the lagoon
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a master practicing 
or

practicing to be a master

perhaps you have wondered how people come to experience
themselves as „master“ in their lives.

The answer
is simple:

they consider it to be so true
that 
no

proof is required.
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spiekeroog heavencolours
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children
having children expands your experience 

of the world
into the world.
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spiekeroog neighbour hans 
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communication

true communication is generated
in the other universe.

The natural results of true communication are
love and satisfaction.
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Otten village narrow channel
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family (fam)

a fam is sth you create from nth
not

sth that drops in your lap.
If you don t bother you to include people in your fam

you won t have one.
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collection

otterndorf/hamburg; 
jamie jane; sekwenz.de; emailpost@sekwenz.de

originals and prints available

making (maqueen) a difference

you already exist in the reality of realities.
Your life makes an enormous impact in the world.
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What you do counts.
You may be defending yourself from experiencing the fact

that your life makes a difference because
1) you are dependent on agreement

2) the responsibilioty of seeing the truth may be too much for
you.

If you saw the truth that what you do
 AND DON T DO

affects the world profoundly

could you continue to live your life the way you are living it now?

Be with that question for a moment.

Would you 
not

have to make a commitment to be responsible for your impact
on the world?

Would you
not

have to absolutely dedicate your life to sth
and do rather than not do?

Would you
not

have to give up pretty personal problems?

I say your life counts.
I say that you come from the reality of the realities

the one that created this crummy reality of agreement.
Futhermore i say
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that deep within you
you know it.

You know that what you do, and you don t do, 
makes a difference in the world.

I say that you can t legitimately deny it 
and futher that, 

by admitting this to yourself,
your life is changed for all time.
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printing masses analog
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